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ABSTRACT

The causes of the California drought during November–April winters of 2011/12–2013/14 are analyzed using

observations and ensemble simulations with seven atmosphere models forced by observed SSTs. Historically,

dry California winters are most commonly associated with a ridge off the west coast but no obvious SST forcing.

Wet winters are most commonly associated with a trough off the west coast and an El Niño event. These

attributes of dry and wet winters are captured by many of the seven models. According to the models, SST

forcing can explain up to a third of California winter precipitation variance. SST forcing was key to sustaining a

high pressure ridge over the west coast and suppressing precipitation during the three winters. In 2011/12 this

was a response to a La Niña event, whereas in 2012/13 and 2013/14 it appears related to a warm west–cool east

tropical Pacific SST pattern.Allmodels contain amode of variability linking such tropical Pacific SST anomalies

to a wave train with a ridge off theNorthAmericanwest coast. Thismode explains less variance thanENSOand

Pacific decadal variability, and its importance in 2012/13 and 2013/14 was unusual. The models from phase 5 of

CMIP (CMIP5) project rising greenhouse gases to cause changes in California all-winter precipitation that are

very small compared to recent drought anomalies. However, a long-term warming trend likely contributed to

surfacemoisture deficits during the drought. As such, the precipitation deficit during the droughtwas dominated

by natural variability, a conclusion framed by discussion of differences between observed andmodeled tropical

SST trends.

1. Introduction

The November–April winter precipitation season in

2013/14 was, according to the National Oceanic and At-

mospheric Administration (NOAA) Climate Division

data, the sixth driest for the state of California as a whole

that has occurred since records begin in 1895. The pre-

vious twowinter precipitation seasons were also dry, and

the same data show that the 2011–14 three-winter aver-

age precipitation for California was the second driest that

has occurred since 1895 (Fig. 1). The Climate Division

data (Vose et al. 2014) also show that the all-California

November 2013 through April 2014 winter and the

2011–14 three-winter average were the warmest on re-

cord (Fig. 1), adding further stress to surfacemoisture by

increased evaporative loss and water demand and re-

duced snowpack. The 2013/14 winter, coming as the third

year of a major drought, left California water resources

in a severely depleted state. In April 2014, Governor

Jerry Brown issued the second emergency drought

proclamation in two months. In November 2014, accord-

ing to the California Department of Water Resources

(2015), the statewide water storage was about 56% of

the average for the time of year. California is the nation’s

leading agricultural producer and one of the major

agricultural regions of the world. Reductions in pre-

cipitation and water available for irrigation are being

largely offset by increased groundwater pumping, an
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